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Streamlining
your workflow

The no-nonsense guide to creating a
client journey that does the work for you
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Hey there! I'm Roisin

I’m a digital automation
specialist here to help you

with passive income
generation, process

automation and web
design.

I’m on a mission to help other online business owners
by taking you from overwhelmed to organised by

implementing easy, automated systems and
creating multiple revenue streams. 

How much time could you save each
week by streamlining your client journey?

This guide is designed to help you audit your
current client processes and create a streamlined

workflow ready for automation with Dubsado.

Let's get started!
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Inside this workbook

How much time are you spending each week behind the scenes of
your business? Or put another way, how much time are you

wasting by not having consistent, automated processes... and what
is that time worth to you?

Freeing up your time could mean taking on extra 1:1 clients to increase your
income to invest in your business. Or it could simply mean you have more time,
whether that's to spend with friends and family, learning something new or a

chance to take up a new hobby! 

What the workbook covers:
Step 1: Outlining your current processes

To make improvements you first need to know what you're working with.
Follow the prompts to consider how your previous client interactions occurred.

Step 2: Identifying your process inefficiencies

Now it's time to evaluate where the inefficiencies in your processes are. This is
the time to be super honest and critical - you'll be thankful in the long run!

Step 3: Planning your ideal client journey

Using what you know from step 1 & 2, you can work through the workflow
prompts to decide what will be included at each workflow stage.

Step 4: Mapping your workflow

Finally it's time to plan your workflow step by step. This can form the basis of
setting up an automated workflow in Dubsado which will take you to a whole

new level of time-saving!

Whatever your motivation, creating more efficient business processes can
help you achieve those goals, and this guide is designed to get you there.
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Step 1: Outlining your current processes

Let's start by examining your current process. Using your last 3-5 client
journeys, work your way through the prompts below to build a picture of your

general client journey.

What was your first interaction and method of lead capture?

Do you have a lead capture form on your website? Do your clients mainly
come from your DMs? Do you reach out to people in Facebook groups? 

Did you qualify your leads before they booked your services?

Did you have a discovery call and/or questionnaire? If so, how did your clients
book the call? What method did you use for sending a questionnaire?

What happened on the discovery call?

Did you have a clear call to action and what was it? E.g. did your clients book
on the call or agree to a follow up call to discuss your proposal etc 
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Step 1: Outlining your current processes

What did you do after the call?

Did you send a follow up email or proposal or link to book your services? If you
sent a proposal, was it a custom proposal or one of your set packages?

What is your signing process?

Once your client agrees to work with you, what do you do next? Do you send
a contract and/or invoice? Is the contract the same for all your services? What

is the signing process?

What is your payment process?

How do you collect payment? Do you offer payment plans or do you take full
payment upfront to book the project? Is your invoicing linked to an

accounting software? If not how do you keep track of payments? Do you
often have to chase payment? Do you have payment reminders set up?
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Step 1: Outlining your current processes

What is your onboarding process?
Once you have booked the project, what information do you need to collect

from the client or confirm? How do you do this? e.g. questionnaires, shared
Google doc etc. Do you tend to get this in one go or is there a back and forth?

How do you communicate with clients during the project?
What method of communication do you use e.g. email, voxer, whatsapp etc.

Do you have set check-in points on your project timeline? Do you have
continuous communication? What are your typical response times? 

What is your offboarding process?
Do you have a typical client handover? What do you include in this? How often
do your clients contact you after the project has ended to do additional work

on the project and how do you handle this?

What feedback do you receive?
Do your clients describe working with you as a positive experience? Do you

have a method of collecting testimonials/feedback?
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Step 2: Identifying your process inefficiencies

Now it's time to review your current processes to see where you have
inefficiencies. Look for any areas that you have gaps or bottlenecks.

 

Bottlenecks happen when you get too much incoming work at a certain stage
of the process for you to handle, causing a delay. This could be where you are
wasting time on repetitive tasks or where you don't have automation software

for a particular stage so it is time-consuming and slows the project down.  
 

Gaps in your processes can also slow down the project. These could occur
when you don't get all the information you need from the client so the project
stalls, having overcomplicated processes that could be simplified for ease and

efficiency, or relying on one task to finish before you are able to continue. 

What tasks are you manually repeating that could be automated?
E.g. populating contracts, sending onboarding documents, sending payment

reminder emails, creating invoices etc. Analyse each stage of your process
and note down any tasks that don't need to specifically be done by you. 

What tasks are overcomplicated or involve too much back and forth?
Where are you wasting time with back and forth with a client and is there a

way to simplify this? E.g. do you need a more comprehensive questionnaire to
gather information, would a strategy call cut out a chain of emails etc?
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Step 3: Planning your ideal client journey

Now that you know what isn't working in your current process, it's time to plan
you ideal one! Use the checklist of common stages below to decide what you

need at section of the workflow and use the text box to include any extra
detail you need to consider.

The first interaction:

Freebie funnel to attract your
audience

Discovery call link with an automatic
calendar 

Questionnaire to qualify leads (this
can be linked to the scheduling link)

Contact form (this can be
embedded on your website) 

(Check out this funnel guide)

Other

On the call:

A standard operating procedure for all of your discovery calls - use the
space below to create a roadmap of what to discuss on the call

NOTES:

https://cararosevirtualsolutions.com/funnel-your-business-worbook/
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Step 3: Planning your ideal client journey

After the call:

Send a proposal with package
selection from your predetermined
packages 

Send a custom proposal based on
the call discussion

Send a scheduler for a follow up
call to discuss the proposal

Other

Signing process:

Send standard business terms
contract

Send a customised contract

Other

NOTES:

NOTES:

Payment:

Full payment upfront

Payment plan (50:50 / 34:33:33 /
25:25:25:25 etc)

Payment plan: recurring (e.g.
monthly)

Other

NOTES:
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Step 3: Planning your ideal client journey

Onboarding:

Welcome email with a welcome
pack (use the notes to plan what
information will be included)

Invitation to access a client portal
or client folder for doc sharing 

Onboarding call

Other

Client communication:

Outline hours of business (usually
included in the welcome pack)

Designate the communication
platform(s) e.g. email, voxer, project
management tool etc.

Project timeline with scheduled
check in points

NOTES:

NOTES:

Offboarding:

Offboarding call

Handover email with final files/
reports etc.

Testimonial request and/or referral
link 

Other

NOTES:

Getting to know your client/
content gathering questionnaires

Other
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Step 4: Mapping your workflow

Now it's time to put it all together and create a visual map of your workflow.
Remember to keep this as simple as possible to avoid any gaps or bottlenecks. 

 

The idea is to create a flowchart of the full client journey, from first
interaction through to your handover and post-project nurturing. The below

phases are just a guide so take what works for your business. 
 

TIP #1: This is just a basic template, you may find it easier to draw out your
workflow so you can customise how many steps are at each phase. 

 

TIP #2: For each stage. state what is happening, when it should happen (e.g.
after a trigger) and any information that needs to be included.

Lead capture:

Example flow: Discovery call link with pre-call questionnaire embedded on
website >>> discovery call scheduled >>> booking confirmation emailed >>>

email reminder 24 hours before call

Signing the client:

Example flow: Discovery call >>> email proposal link >>> client selects
package >>> client signs contract >>> client pays first invoice
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Step 4: Mapping your workflow

Delivery phase:

Example flow: send client initial designs/report after 1 week with
feedback form >>> client completes feedback form >>> make changes

based on feedback & send handover call invitation >>> client confirms call

Offboarding and post-project nurturing:

Example flow: final handover call >>> email client final files/report with
aftercare details/how to guide >>> email feedback form >>> email 1 month

on to check in on client

Onboarding:

Example flow: emails 'Getting to know you' questionnaire >>> once client
has completed questionnaire, sends strategy call booking link >>> client

books call >>> email sent with booking confirmation



Once you've perfected your manual workflow it's time for AUTOMATION.
Automating your workflows will save you time (up to 3 hours a week!) and
maximises your efficiency... no more forgetting to trigger the next step!

It's time to put your plan into action. Create or find a test client to test the
workflow and identify any issues. 

 

Remember, this is not the finished product... creating your processes involves
testing and refining to ensure you offer a VIP client journey. 

 

You can use Dubsado (an amazing Client Relationship Management tool) to
set up all emails, proposals, contracts, invoices and questionnaires you need. It
gives you a dedicated project area to keep all client communication together
and also gives your clients their own portal access! Not only that, Dubsado will

keep track of your invoicing so you don't have to worry. 
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So, what's next?

Create and test your workflows with DUBSADO:

Maximising your workflow potential:

DIY or DFY?
Setting up Dubsado will be a game changer for your business but it can be a

bit tricky. So you have two choices...

DIY Dubsado Masterclass

VIP Dubsado Done in a Day

If you're a tech-savvy DIYer, then you can use this guide to build your
Dubsado workflow yourself. If you want some guidance on where to start, sign
up to the upcoming Dubsado masterclass to get your automated workflow up

and running in a day.

If you're a busy entrepreneur who doesn't have the time (or desire) to learn
Dubsado, then check out my VIP Dubsado Done in a Day package, a done for

you service taking you from strategy through to functioning workflows.

https://cararosevirtualsolutions.com/dubsado-masterclass-signup/
https://cararosevirtualsolutions.com/work-with-me/dubsado/
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